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1 Introduction
1.1 CFP’s mission and origins
Pursuant to its Statutes (in Portuguese), the mission of the Portuguese Public Finance Council
(CFP) is to conduct an independent assessment of the consistency, compliance with the stated
objectives and sustainability of public finance, while promoting transparency. In this way it
contributes to the quality of democracy and economic policy decisions and enhances
Portugal’s financial credibility.
Since it was formed the CFP has sought to produce high quality technical work. All its analyses
are published so as to allow the public in general and politicians in particular to be better
informed so as to take better decisions. The Council is heard regularly by Parliament on
matters within its remit, in particular during parliamentary discussion of the Draft Stability
Programs and State Budgets.
The CFP was set up by the national political authorities in the context of the fifth amendment
to the Budgetary Framework Law (under article 12-I introduced by Law no. 22/2011 of 20
May (in Portuguese).
Following a joint proposal from the Presiding Judge of the Tribunal de Contas (Court of
Auditors) and the Governor of the Bank of Portugal, Council of Ministers Resolution No.
1/2012 of 19 January (in Portuguese) appointed the original members of the Senior Board,
the CFP’s highest body. The Senior Board took office on 16 February 2012. The institution
published its first technical report on 21 May of that year.
The Budgetary Framework Law (BFL) approved by Law no. 151/2015 of 11 September (in
Portuguese) expanded the CFP’s mission, and requires it to assess “the proposed
macroeconomic scenario and budget goals” as well as the “compliance with the fiscal balance
rules, the central government expenditure rule and the autonomous regions and local
government indebtedness rules laid down in the respective finance laws” (article 7 (1) of the
BFL).

1.2 European framework
The setting up of the CFP in May 2011 predates the
European guidelines providing for the setting up in
Member-States of independent bodies charged with
monitoring compliance with the fiscal rules laid down in
article 6 (b) of Council Directive No. 2011/85 EU of 8
November 2011.
At the time economic governance conditions were
tightened in the Euro area, Portugal and other MemberStates that share the single currency agreed with the
European Parliament to assign a series of duties to
national bodies independent of political power so as to
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strengthen the pursuit of national fiscal policies. Therefore, pursuant to the provisions of
article 4 (4) and article 5 of Regulation (EU) nº 473/2013 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 21 May 2013, these bodies: draw up or evaluate the consistency and prudence
of the macroeconomic forecasts on which the national short and medium-term fiscal plans
are based; monitor compliance with the numerical fiscal rules and assess the deviation
correction mechanisms relating to the medium-term budgetary objective. Under the
aforesaid European legislation those bodies are known as “independent bodies”.
In Portugal, the aforementioned Budgetary Framework Law, approved in 2015, allocated the
role of independent body to the CFP and charged it with the tasks set out in article 7 (1),
article 22 (6) and article 23 (6) of that Regulation.

1.3 Duties
The CFP is required to assess the macroeconomic scenarios adopted by the Government and
the consistency between the budget projections and those scenarios, as well as compliance
with the fiscal rules, plus the financial position of the autonomous regions and local
government. Among other matters relating to the sustainability of public finance, the Council is also
charged with analysing the performance of public commitments, in particular in the pensions
and health fields, assessing the potential impact of state-owned companies on the
consolidation of the public accounts and monitoring budget outturn.

1.4

Independence

Independence is one of the central features of the CFP. It acts autonomously when
performing its duties under the law and its Statutes. It may not request nor receive
instructions from Parliament, the Government or any other public or private entity. The CFP’s
financial independence is ensured by the State Budget. Furthermore, under its Statutes, the
Council has access to all the economic and financial information required to fulfil its mission,
and all public entities are obliged to supply that information, in good time, and provide any
additional clarification sought.
The legislator decided that independence from political power could be achieved by the
manner in which the members of the Senior Board are selected (article 12 of the Statutes), by
the scrutiny of the institution’s budget proposals (articles 27 and 29) and by ensuring Council
members are independent and free from conflicts of interest (article 16). Therefore, the
members of the Senior Board are proposed to the Government by the heads of the Court of
Auditors and the Bank of Portugal, taking into account their reputation and experience in the
fields of economics and public finance. The CFP’s budget comes from the State Budget
following a favourable opinion signed by the heads of both those institutions. Senior Board
members are subject to the rules governing the incompatibility of holding a professional
position, remunerated or otherwise, in any other public or private institution, except the
holding of a teaching post in higher education or the conducting of research. In addition,
they may not be appointed in the two years following leaving executive political office; their
term of office exceeds the length of a parliament and they may not be removed except in
exceptional circumstances, such as conviction for a crime or dismissal for serious misconduct,
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following a joint decision of the Presiding Judge of the Court of Auditors and the Governor
of the Bank of Portugal.
Independence does not mean that the Council is unaccountable. On the contrary all of CFP’s
activities are disclosed to the public via the internet portal and through the media. The
institution is heard regularly by the Portuguese Parliament, while the Presiding Judge of the
Court of Auditors and the Governor of the Bank of Portugal monitor activity and express a
joint opinion as to the CFP annual budget request. The publishing of this Activity,
Management and Accounting Report relating to 2017 is also a way of being accountable to
Portuguese society and aids scrutiny of the CFP’s actions.

1.5 Governing bodies

Senior Board. From left to right: Carlos Marinheiro, Paul De Grauwe, Teodora Cardoso, Miguel St. Aubyn,
George Kopits.

Pursuant to article 10 of its Statutes, the CFP’s governing bodies are the Senior Board, the
Executive Committee and the Single Auditor.
The Senior Board is the highest body within the CFP, and is responsible for fulfilling its
mission, performing its duties, defining its action plan and approving its internal regulations.
The Senior Board is a collegiate body and is comprised of five members – the Chair, the VicePresident, one Executive Member and two Non-Executive Members. It may include up to two
non-Portuguese nationals, preferably from European Union Member States. The Chair and
the Executive Member must reside in Portugal. In 2017 the Vice-President Jürgen von Hagen
and the Executive Member Rui Nuno Baleiras completed their terms of office and were
replaced from 13 September by Paul De Grauwe and Miguel St. Aubyn, as shown in Table 1.
Following a first three-year term, the Non-Executive Members are in their second (and final)
term which under the Statutes runs for seven-years. The minutes of Senior Board meetings
are available via the internet portal. In addition to the formal meetings, the Senior Board
members interact regularly by other means, in particular informal meetings and via electronic
mail and videoconferencing.
Pursuant to article 21 of its Statutes, the Executive Committee is charged with day-to-day
management of the CFP. It is comprised automatically of the Chair, the Executive Member
and the Head of Staff. The post of Head of Staff was filled on 8 April 2016 when Luís Centeno
was appointed.
The Single Auditor is responsible for controlling the Council’s financial and asset
management and the legality of its actions. Upon a joint proposal from the Presiding Judge
3

of the Court of Auditors and the Governor of the Bank of Portugal, the Minister of State and
Finance appointed Carlos Fernando Calhau Trigacheiro as the CFP’s Single Auditor, effective
from 4 July 2012. Since then he has supervised and commented upon the institution’s
financial and administrative structure, as well as performing his other duties laid down in the
Statutes. Having completed his term of office he was replaced by Pedro José Gomes do
Nascimento Barreira, appointed by the Minister of Finance, effective from 16 March 2018.

Table 1 — Make-up of Senior Board

Name

Position

Teodora Cardoso

Chair

Jürgen von Hagen, substituído por
Paul De Grauwe (since 13.09.2017)

Vice-President

Rui Nuno Baleiras, substituído por

Executive Member

Miguel St. Aubyn (since 13.09.2017)
Carlos Marinheiro

Non-Executive Member

George Kopits

Non-Executive Member

1.6 Technical services
To carry out its mission and perform its duties the CFP employs a number of technical staff.
When recruiting, the Council gives priority to the mechanisms for promoting mobility within
general government. Staff members have individual employment contract and are covered
by the general social security scheme.

1.7

Premises

The CFP is located in Lisbon, at Praça de Alvalade, nº 6 – 10th floor.
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2 CFP’s activities in 2017
This chapter describes the services provided by the CFP in 2017. It refers to the published
analyses, Senior Board members’ public interventions, relations with other institutions, as well
as participation in international networks of its counterparts.

Exemplo de publicações do CFP divulgados em 2017

2.1

Publications

Over the course of 2017, the CFP undertook the analysis and scrutiny of the national public
accounts. The CFP’s conclusions and analyses are always published and made available on its
website. Overall there were 15 publications in 2017. The more important publications are
translated into English and the translated versions are published a few weeks after the original
text in Portuguese.
As required by its Statutes, the CFP conducted quarterly analysis of the general government
budget outturn, in national accounts and on an annual basis; it assessed the macroeconomic
scenarios underlying the Stability Programme and the State Budget; it examined the two
budgetary planning documents and added to a collection begun in 2015 on the mediumterm public finance position and constraints in Portugal.
Analysis of the budgetary process takes up a large part of the Council’s technical staff’s time
since the CFP is the Portuguese independent body charged with assessing the
macroeconomic forecasts underlying both the Stability Programme and the State Budget.
Those assessments are published on the day the Government publishes the respective
budgetary planning documents. Around three weeks later the CFP publishes its analysis of
the fiscal content of those plans, highlighting comparisons with targets previously announced
by the Government, their consistency with the planned policy measures and a risk assessment
of the budget forecasts.
5

The “Public Finance: Position and Constraints” series entered its third year of publication and
was met by growing interest from the public and the media. Consisting of two issues per
year, each document is a prospective assessment of the likely macroeconomic and fiscal
developments over a period of five years in a no-policy-change scenario. The results of a
projection of this nature should not be interpreted as a forecast, since they do not take into
account measures that have not yet been defined, legislated or sufficiently described. In
effect, experience shows that the fulfilment of any economic and fiscal strategy almost always
requires adjustments to the existing policy measures or the introduction of new measures.
The prospective exercise proposed here is useful because it is a basis for reflection on the
need for and scale of such adjustments. To that end the analysis seeks to foresee projected
deviations from the numerical targets previously set by the budgetary authorities within a
medium-term framework without new economic and fiscal policy measures. This publication
is always presented at a press conference attended by the resident members of the CFP’s
Senior Board. In this manner the CFP is available to the press to provide clarification and
answer any questions relating to its analyses and activities.
Table 2 shows all CFP publications in 2017, with a link to the document on the website where
each publication is accompanied by a spreadsheet containing all the corresponding charts
and tables.

Table 2 — CFP publications in 2017

Date

Title

Type

No.

17 January

Fiscal developments until the end of 3rd
quarter 2016

Report

01/2017

20 March

Investment, Savings and Competitiveness:
Three Pillars of Growth (only in Portuguese)

Occasional paper

01/2017

31 March

Public Finance: Position and Constraints 20172021

Report

02/2017

11 April

Analysis of the General Government Account
2016

Report

03/2017

18 April

Macroeconomic forecasts underlying the
Stability Programme 2017-2021

Opinion

01/2017

16 May

Analysis of the Stability Programme 20172021

Report

04/2017

08 June

Analysis of the Social Security and Civil
Servants Pension Agency budget outturn in
2016

Report

05/2017

06 July

A Política Orçamental no Quadro da Política
Económica (only in Portuguese)

Occasional paper

02/2017
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Date

Type

No.

06 July

Baixa produtividade: afetação de recursos e
obstáculos ao crescimento das empresas na
economia portuguesa (only in Portuguese)

Occasional paper

03/2017

12 July

Fiscal developments until the end of the 1st
quarter 2017

Report

06/2017

07 September

A Gestão Orçamental em Portugal: aspirações
em busca de soluções (only in Portuguese)

Occasional paper

04/2017

28 September

Public Finance: Position and Constraints 20172021 (Update)

Report

07/2017

Fiscal developments until the end of the 2nd
quarter 2017

Report

08/2017

Opinion

02/2017

Report

08/2017

11 October

13 October
07 November

2.2

Title

Macroeconomic forecasts underlying the 2018
State Budget Draft
Analysis of the 2018 State Budget Draft

Public interventions

The Portuguese Public Finance Council was invited to attend Parliament by the Committee
on Budget, Finance and Administrative Modernisation in order to discuss its analysis of the
Draft State Budget and the Draft Stability Programme (further details in Institutional ).

In 2017, the CFP was invited to take part in a number of conferences and seminars on matters
relating to its mission. Most of the Senior Board members’ public interventions took place in
Lisbon but they also spoke in various parts of the country. Non-Executive Member Carlos
Marinheiro spoke at the Fiscal Seminar held by University of Coimbra’s Faculty of Economics
on 7 April on the subject of “Tax Revenue, Growth and Public Debt”. The Chair of the Senior
Board, Teodora Cardoso, was a speaker at the Congress Commemorating 41 Years of the
Portuguese Republic, held at University of Coimbra on 26 April. In July the Executive Member,
Rui Baleiras, spoke at the Portuguese Association for Regional Development’s Congress, held
in Covilhã, on the subject of decentralisation and regional policies.
As for media coverage, the Chair’s article in Jornal de Negócios, entitled “My 2017”, as well as
the joint interview given to the Público newspaper and Rádio Renascença, in March, and the
interview in the official journal of the Institute of Certified Accountants, published in June
should be mentioned.
Table 3 shows all the public interventions of the Senior Board members over the year and
contains links to the respective presentations and articles.
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Table 3 — Public interventions of Senior Board members in 2017

Date

Event

Senior Board
Member

Intervention
theme*

2 janeiro

Teodora Cardoso’s article in Jornal de
Negócios

Teodora Cardoso

“O Meu 2017” (only
in Portuguese)

16 janeiro

Interven no seminário sobre Investimento
Público Sustentável: Efeitos na
Alavancagem da Economia, na União de
Associações de Comércio e Serviços

Teodora Cardoso

23 de janeiro

Intervention at the conference “Public
Finance, Economy and the Portuguese
Public Finance Council” at Universidade
Autónoma de Lisboa

Rui Nuno Baleiras

24 de janeiro

Participation at the conference "A Euro
for Growth and Convergence. Consolidar
o Euro. Promover a Convergência" at
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian

Teodora Cardoso

2 de fevereiro

Participaton at a EUNIFI Meeting in
Brussels

Carlos Marinheiro

8 de fevereiro

Advisory panel meeting on fiscal and
economic coordination process in the EU,
The European Court of Auditors,
Luxemburg.

Teodora Cardoso

14 de fevereiro

Intervention at the conference “Economia
Viva 2017″ at Faculdade de Economia da
Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Teodora Cardoso

15 de fevereiro

CFP joins a debate about fiscal policy in
the euro área at Centro Cultural de Belém

Teodora Cardoso

2 de março

Interview to Público and Rádio
Renascença

Teodora Cardoso

15 de março

Intervention at the conference
“Investimento em Portugal” at Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian

Teodora Cardoso

Investment, Savings
and
Competitiveness:
The three pillars of
growth

29 de março

Conference “De la recherche dans l’action
publique? L’État de l’art e l’art de l’État” in
Paris

Teodora Cardoso

Do governments
need advice from
experts?
The CFP experience

2 a 8 de abril

9th Annual Meeting of OECD
Parliamentary Budget Officials and
Independent Fiscal Institutions

George Kopits

“Public Finance,
Economy and the
Portuguese Public
Finance Council”

The Portuguese
Public Finance
Council

Comunicação da
Comissão Europeia
sobre orientação da
Politica Orçamental
na área do Euro
(only in Portuguese)
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Date

Event

Senior Board
Member

Intervention
theme*

7 de abril

Intervention in Seminário Fiscal at
Faculdade de Economia da Universidade
de Coimbra

Carlos Marinheiro

“Receita Fiscal,
Crescimento e
Dívida Pública” (only
in Portuguese)

18 de abril

Parliamentary hearing regading the
Stability Programme 2017-2021

Teodora Cardoso

Nota sobre
Programa de
Estabilidade
2017/2021 (only in
Portuguese)

Rui Nuno Baleiras
Carlos Marinheiro

26 de abril

Intervention in the Congresso
Comemorativo dos 41 anos da
Constituição da República Portuguesa at
Universidade de Coimbra

Teodora Cardoso

Economic
organization of the
Portuguese
Constitution

30 de maio

CFP’s Chair do CFP receives ISEG award

Teodora Cardoso

"A(s) Volta(s) que
falta dar" (only in
Portuguese)

5 de junho

CFP participates in the debate regarding
the policy paper “Que caminhos para a
dívida pública portuguesa” at ISCSP

Teodora Cardoso

27 de junho

Interview to Contabilista, from OCC da
OCC

Teodora Cardoso

“As crises estão
longe de ter os dias
contados” (only in
Portuguese)

5 de julho

Intervention in the Associação
Portuguesa para o Desenvolvimento
Regional Congress at Covilhã

Rui Baleiras

Descentralização

7 de setembro

CFP participates in the workshop
regarding the Multiannual Framework
Programming Budget in Roma

Carlos Marinheiro

28 de setembro

CFP participates in a conference in
homage to Medina Carreira

Teodora Cardoso

9 de novembro

Parliamentary hearing regarding the State
Budget for 2018

Teodora Cardoso

e Políticas
Territoriais

Paul De Grauwe
Miguel St. Aubyn

23 de novembro

Seminário realizado no âmbito do
Mestrado em Economia, Faculdade de
Economia do Porto

Medium Term
Budgetary
Framework
Experience in
Portugal

Analysis of the Draft
State Budget for
2018

George Kopits

Orçamento do
Estado

Carlos Marinheiro

para 2018

Teodora Cardoso

O Orçamento do
Estado:
Instrumento de
sustentabilidade
financeira e
condicionante do
crescimento
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Date

Event

Senior Board
Member

Intervention
theme*
económico e do
bem-estar social

29 de dezembro

2.3

Intervenção na conferência "O
Orçamento do Estado para 2018",
Universidade Lusíada, Lisboa.

Teodora Cardoso

O Orçamento do
Estado para 2018

Institutional cooperation

In the pursuit of its mission, the CFP sat before Members of Parliament to explain its reports
on the Draft State Budget (SB) and the Draft Stability Programme, as required by its Statutes.
Thus in 2017, the Council took part in two parliamentary hearings of the Committee on
Budget, Finance and Administrative Modernisation: the first in April on the 2017-2021
Stability Programme and the second in September on the State Budget for 2018. Videos of
all the hearings are available at the CFP webpage (Public Interventions) which includes links
to the parliamentary TV channel, AR TV.
In 2017 the CFP held working meetings with international bodies that monitor developments
in
the
Portuguese
economy
and
the
country’s
budgetary
process.

2.4

International networks of independent bodies

In recent years the economic governance of the Member-States of the European Union (EU)
has gone through significant changes. One important innovation was the setting up of
independent fiscal institutions in order to strengthen the basis of national fiscal policies. As
explained in the introduction, European legislation identified three duties, to which each
Member-State was free to add others, as was the case in Portugal.
Time has shown us the importance of sharing experience, problems and solutions and for
this reason there are now three international networks of independent bodies. The CFP plays
an active part in all their work. Over the year the Non-Executive Member, Carlos Marinheiro,
represented the CFP in various work of this type, in particular the sixth meeting of the EU
Network of Independent Fiscal Institutions (EUNIFI), which took place in early February in
Brussels, at the seventh meeting of EUNIFI on 27 June, also held in Brussels, plus the IMF
Workshop on t medium-term budgetary framework held in Rome on 7 September.
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3 Management and Accounts in 2017
Pursuant to article 1 of its Statutes, the CFP has administrative and financial autonomy and
its own property and is subject to the regime of autonomous services and funds.
This Chapter provides details of the main resources the CFP employed in 2017.

3.1

Resources employed

3.1.1 Human resources
At the end of 2017, the CFP was able to call upon the services of sixteen technical staff, plus
an IT specialist supplied by the company running the IT and communications infrastructure.
These include three of the four employees recruited in 2012, who work in the administrative
and financial field, and ten of the eleven specialists in economics and public finance recruited
from 2013 to 2016.
In 2017, two staff who worked in the administrative and financial field left the CFP while a
lawyer was recruited on a public interest secondment basis, as was a new member of the
secretarial team.
In 2017 two specialists in economics and public finance were also recruited, one under an
individual contract of employment and the other under a public interest secondment. Over
the year two specialists in economics and public finance also left.
Table 4 shows the human resources belonging to CFP Technical Services at the end of 2017,

compared to the previous year, by rank and highest academic qualification.
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Table 4 — Human resources
Situation as
of
31/12/2016

Master’s
Degree

PostGraduate 1

Bachelor’s
Degree

Other
qualifications

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

10

10

2

6

2

-

-

Communications
officer

1

0

-

-

-

-

-

Legal advisor

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

2

2

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

17

16

2

7

3

1

3

Staff
Head of staff

1

Administrative
and
financial manager

1

Economics and public
finance analysts

Administrative
financial officers

and

Technical assistant
Total

Total

-

Total

Doctorate

Situation as of 31 December 2017

1

2

Successful completion of a Higher Education course, open only to graduates, which does not confer an
academic degree
1

The acquisition of knowledge and the honing of skills became matters of permanent interest
from 2014 onwards. All staff was encouraged to undertake this process and the institution
introduced an internal regulation on training and professional advancement. The overriding
concern was to encourage a proactive search for training, on the part of both the CFP and its
staff, that could make a positive contribution to the Council’s work and its staff’s résumés.
Over the year 17 employees benefitted from training. Overall, they took part in 45 courses,
23 of which were self-tuition courses, totalling 414.5 training hours, at a total cost of 4316.50€
borne by the employer.

3.1.2 IT resources
In 2016 the Council purchased a timekeeping system, that was fully implemented in 2017, in
order to provide evidence of compliance with the working week, so as to assign the
appropriate pay and perks to employees
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The year 2017 saw the implementation of salary processing software that also covers support
services, maintenance and technical support, and user training.
An individual licence for upgrading from Software EViews 8 to Software EViews 10 was
purchased so as to allow statistical and econometric data processing, in order to prepare
forecasting models.
In addition, a laptop was purchased to provide the new Executive Member with equipment
suited to the performance of his duties.

3.1.3 Financial resources
Pursuant to its Statutes the CFP is financed by State Budget General Revenue. As a result, the
CFP budget for 2017 is defined in Law no. 42/2016 of 28 December.
The Senior Board is responsible for preparing the CFP budget which is subject to a favourable
opinion issued jointly by the Presiding Judge of the Court of Auditors and the Governor of
the Bank of Portugal, pursuant to article 29 of its Statutes.
The original CFP budget for 2017 was 2,699,850€.

3.2

Accounts

3.2.1 Revenue and expenditure
The budget appropriation for 2017 was provided for under financing source 311 — General
Revenue not relating to co-financed projects, included in Budget Program 01 — Sovereign
Bodies/General Costs of the Nation, as shown in Table 5, which also provides a breakdown
of the forecast expenditure by economic classification:

Table 5 — Approved budget
REVENUE BUDGET
EC Revenue

Economic classification heading

06.03.01

Current transfers - Central Government - State

10.03.01

Capital transfers - Central Government -State

Allocation
2 657 313 €
42 537 €
Total

2 699 850 €

ORÇAMENTO DE DESPESA
Economic classification heading

Allocation

Compensation of employees

1 955 768 €

Purchase of goods and services

701 545 €

Purchase of capital goods

42 537 €
Total

2 699 850 €
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The final accounts, which were closed on 26 April 2018, suggest that 74.92% of the total sum
allocated by the State Budget in 2017 was employed.
During the budget outturn it was necessary to open a Special Credit, as shown in Table 6.
This action was recorded under article 27 of Law no. 54/2011 of 19 October, combined with
the guidelines in Circular no. 1346, Series A, of the Directorate-general of the Budget, of 1
January 2009, and the provisions of article 13 of the European Treaty of 7 February 1992.

Table 6 — Revenue budget – F.F.480
REVENUE BUDGET - FUNDING SOURCE 480
EC Revenue
06.09.01.99.01

Economic classification heading

Allocation

Current transfers - Rest of the world - European Union Other institutions- Org. General Costs of the Nation

446 €

Total

446 €

That need arose because the European Court of Auditors (ECA) reimbursed the transport and
accommodation expenses of the CFP Chair, Teodora Cardoso, relating to her participation as
a member of the Advisory panel meeting on fiscal and economic coordination process in the
EU, which took place on 8 February.
As a result, the CFP revenue budget was as set out in Table 7.

Table 7 — Total revenue budget
REVENUE BUDGET
EC Revenue

Economic classification heading

Dotação

06.03.01.00.00 Current transfers - Central Government - State
06.09.01.99.01

2 657 313 €

Current transfers - Rest of the world - European Union Other institutions- Org. General Costs of the Nation

10.03.01.00.00 Capital transfers - Central Government - State

446 €
42 537 €

Total

2 700 296 €

Table 8 provides further details of the budget outturn. Expenditure on goods and services
was 55.93% of the original sum allocated to that grouping.
The outturn on compensation of employees as a percentage of the initial forecast was
81.65%, due to staff numbers being lower that originally budgeted.
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Table 8 — Economic breakdown of budget outturn
EXPENDITURE BUDGET
Economic classification heading

Allocation

Compensation of employees

1 596 971 €

Purchase of goods and services

392 381 €

Purchase of capital goods

33 749 €
Total

2 023 101 €

Expenditure on goods and services stems essentially from the use of premises. It includes the
cost of cleaning services, communications, IT and rents.

3.2.2 Asset position
Overall the provisions of the Official Chart of Accounts for Central Administration (POCP)
were fulfilled to the extent that they apply to the Portuguese Public Finance Council.
The CFP adopted the following measurement criteria laid down in the POCP:
• Fixed assets were valued at historic cost, which was deemed to be the sum of the
asset purchase price plus the direct and indirect costs of placing that asset in its current state;
• Fixed assets have a limited useful life; accordingly, they are systematically depreciated
using the straight-line method. Pursuant to the materiality principle, assets of little
worth were fully depreciated in the year of purchase;
• No assets or liabilities are held in foreign currencies, so the criteria relating to exchange differences are not applicable;
•

Under the accruals principle, revenues and costs that should be recognised in years
other than that in which they arise have been recorded as accruals and deferrals on
both the asset and liability sides.

Changes in the fixed assets included in the balance sheet and the respective depreciation and
provisions are given in Table 9.
Table 9 — Total depreciation
DEPRECIATION MAP
Items

Accumulated value

Tangible fixed assets

535 426 €
Total

535 426 €

No second-hand assets were acquired, nor were any assets sold, transferred or written off
during the year. A breakdown of the historic cost and accumulated depreciation of the fixed
assets is given below.
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Table 10 — Historic cost and depreciation of fixed assets
BALANCE SHEETS -ASSETS

ASSETS

Gross asset

Depreciation

Net asset

Tangible fixed assets
Basic equipment

234 985 €

176 413 €

58 572 €

Office equipment

62 630 €

29 491 €

33 139 €

360 819 €

329 522 €

31 297 €

658 434 €

535 426 €

123 008 €

Other tangible fixed assets
Total

In accordance with the applicable rules an accrued cost was recorded relating to the rights
to holiday pay and holiday bonus earned as at 1 January 2018 in regard to work performed
in 2017. The said sum plus the respective employer’s contributions amounted to 200 281€.
No sums are owed to or by any employees. As at 31 December 2017, no payment obligation
was overdue. As a result, under Ministerial Order No. 2.555/2016 of the Minister of Finance,
published in the official Gazette, 2nd series, of 19 September the CFP recognises the following
future commitments:
•
•
•

2018 – 255 307 €;
2019 – 251 238 €;
2020 – 200 134 €.
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4 Single Auditor’s documents
This chapter of the Report reproduces in full the documents issued by the Portuguese Public
Finance Council’s Single Auditor, Carlos Trigacheiro, in the performance of his monitoring
and auditing duties:

•
•
•

“Report on budget outturn in first quarter of 2017”,
dated 20.04.2017;
“Report on budget outturn in first half of 2017”, dated
14.07.2017;
“Report on budget outturn in 2017”, dated 20.01.2018;
Carlos Trigacheiro, CFP
Single Auditor

Under Minister of Finance Order no. 2682/2018, published in official Gazette, 2nd series, of
15 March 2018, Mr. Pedro José Gomes do Nascimento Barreira was appointed as the Single
Auditor of the Portuguese Public Finance Council and he took up office on 16 March 2018.
Since the accounts were approved by the Executive Committee on 26 April, the Legal Certification of the Accounts was issued by Mr. Pedro Barreira.
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4.1

Single Auditor’s reports on budget outturn
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